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Total focusing method (TFM) has improved resolution and accuracy over traditional ultrasonic phased array tech-
nology. In this paper, an advanced parallel architecture in field programmable gate arrays is suggested to sig-
nificantly accelerate the imaging efficiency of TFM. Several techniques are investigated, including the real-time
concurrent calculation for time of flight, parallel generation of multiple pixels, and the Hilbert transform to the
pixels array. This architecture achieves the real-time computation of the flight times for each pixel and the con-
current generation of double pixels for TFM imaging. Compared to conventional methods, the efficiency of TFM
imaging is greatly accelerated and the impact from the increase of element and pixel number is also effectively
reduced. Simulation data was used to verify the architecture, and experiment results confirmed that the efficiency
was only related to the pulse repeated frequency and element number, which reaches to the physical limitation of
TFM inspection. This approach also shows that high efficiency is maintained when pixel number increases, and a
strict real-time imaging can be achieved in this architecture. As a result, an effective way for the fast inspection
with TFM is provided.

1. INTRODUCTION

Ultrasonic phased array testing for non-destructive evalua-
tion has developed dramatically in recent years owing to the
improved sensitivity and coverage over single element trans-
ducer.1, 2 Based on the full matrix capture, the total focusing
method (TFM) is an advanced phased array imaging algorithm,
which was proposed by Holmes in 2005.3

From a long time, the TFM can only be achieved offline due
to the huge amount of data acquisition and computation re-
quirements. Real-time inspection is a key aspect for ultrasonic
testing in industrial fields, and many efforts have been devoted
to accelerate the TFM inspection over the past years.

Parallel computing platforms, including CPU, GPU, and
FPGA, are suggested to implement the TFM algorithm. Early
efforts were suggested by using general purpose PC-based
modules in 2012 and achieved an imaging speed at merely
20 Hz.4 Today, GPU components have an improved ability in
concurrency over CPU. However, limited by the transfer bot-
tleneck of raw data and the nature of inherent serial execution,
the real-time imaging in GPU could only be achieved at low
configurations and the frame rate decreases seriously when the
number of elements or pixels increases.5, 6

The FPGA provides a suitable parallel characteristic and an
implementation of TFM was also provided in 2013.7 However,
the maximum frame rate that it can achieve is 73 Hz and de-
creases to less than 20 Hz in a higher configuration of 128×128
pixels. The efficiency is not enough as the design is far from
perfect for the parallel calculation of TFM algorithm. With
the flight times usually computed by software, it takes several
periods for FPGA to get them serially from external memory,
which extends the time to generate an imaging pixel and limits
the parallelization of the process. Moreover, as a result of the

serial generation of pixels in the design, the imaging efficiency
decreases dramatically when the number of pixels or elements
increases. A fast beamformer with time-multiplexing was pro-
vided for several beam forming lines.8 But the concurrency
is sensitive to the sampling rate, which limits the fast calcula-
tion for TFM in industrial applications with a high sampling
frequency normally.

Aiming to meet the need of real-time applications, this paper
investigates an advanced parallel architecture in FPGA to ac-
celerate the efficiency of TFM calculation, including the real-
time concurrent time of flight calculation, parallel generation
of multiple pixels, and the Hilbert transform to the pixels array.
Compared to traditional designs, a higher degree of paralleliza-
tion for the TFM calculation can be achieved. Experimental
results on phased array system indicated that a strict real-time
TFM imaging could be obtained and the high efficiency re-
mained constant when the pixel number increased.

2. PARALLEL COMPUTING
ARCHITECTURE FOR TFM

2.1. TFM Algorithm
Figure 1 shows the concept view of the TFM algorithm.

The algorithm meshes the region of interest in a grid of pix-
els. A pixel is generated by summation of data from all the
transmission-reception pairs.3

The intensity I of a pixel P (x, z) is expressed by the Eq. (1).

I [P (x, z)] =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

hij(Tip + Tpj)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ; (1)
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Figure 1. Total Focusing Method.

Figure 2. TFM calculation architecture.

where, hij is the analytical version of the echo received
by element j when element i transmits. Tip + Tpj =√

(xi−x)2+z2+
√

(xj−x)2+z2

c , is the time of flight between P
and element pairs (i, j). N is the elements number. xi and xj
are the coordinates of element i and j, respectively. c is the
longitudinal velocity of sound.

2.2. Analysis of Parallel Calculation for TFM
Pulse repeated frequency (PRF) represents the time interval

between two adjacent FMC sequences. In fact, a sequential
TFM image could be generated after each FMC sequence.7
When the calculation could always be completed in this time
interval, the frame speed of TFM would reach to PRF/N, which
is the physical limitation for TFM testing.

The TFM is a process of superimposing to generate imag-
ing pixels, using the FMC data retrieved by time of flight. The
efficiency to generate a single pixel depends on the degree of
concurrence to obtain the flight times and the bandwidth to ex-
tract the corresponding data. Maximum efficiency would be
achieved if theN flight times for a pixel are concurrently com-
puted, as well as the data can be retrieved in parallel. When
multiple pixels could be executed concurrently in their maxi-
mum efficiency, the imaging speed of TFM would be signifi-
cantly improved, and the impact of the pixels number could be
reduced.

2.3. Parallel Architecture for
TFM Calculation

The parallel architecture proposed in the paper is illustrated
in Fig. 2. Here, FMC acquisition and TFM calculation are
both implemented in FPGA while the global system control
and image rendering are designed in software.

The following advantages and characteristics are achieved
in this parallel architecture:

(a) Times of flights are concurrently calculated in real-time
in FPGA, rather than the serial reading from memories.

Figure 3. Vector Translation (Polar to Rectangular).

(b) Multiple pixels could be generated in parallel to improve
the imaging speed.

(c) Analytical version of the pixels array can be achieved by
Hilbert transform in FPGA without any operations of soft-
ware.

This architecture makes a better utilization of the parallel
characteristic in FPGA, and an improved degree of paralleliza-
tion for TFM calculation is obtained.

3. REAL-TIME CALCULATION OF TIME OF
FLIGHT BASED ON CORDIC

3.1. CORDIC Algorithm
The coordinate rotational digital computer (CORDIC) algo-

rithm can be used as vector translation from polar to rectangu-
lar by rotating the input vector (X,Y ) around the circle until
the Y component equals zero,10 as Fig. 3 shows.

The magnitude of (X,Y ) can be obtained from the outputs
(X ′, Y ′) after the rotation, given by Eq. (2).

X ′ =
√

(X2 + Y 2). (2)

The CORDIC translation provides convenience for the cal-
culation of propagation distances, which is the first step to
obtain the flight times. The input vector (X,Y ) can be pre-
sented as the difference of coordinates between the elements
and pixel. The output X ′ after the translation, is the one-
way distance from element i to pixel P . This can be given
by Eq. (3).

X ′ = OutputMag =
√
(xi − x)2 + z2. (3)

4. CONCURRENT CALCULATION OF
FLIGHT TIMES IN REAL-TIME

Bidirectional propagation path is the sum of the two one-
way distances from the element pair to the pixel. For example,
when the first element transmits, the concurrent calculation of
the N flight times for one pixel is illustrated in Fig. 4.

For each element to the pixel, N one-way distances are cal-
culated from CORDIC 1 to CORDIC N, and N bidirectional
paths are the sum between the output of CORDIC 1 and the
outputs of the N modules respectively. The flight times are
obtained by dividing the propagation distances by the longitu-
dinal velocity of sound.

All the flight times are calculated and used for correspond-
ing pixels in real-time without any storage. This effort achieves
a higher degree of concurrence as we can get N flight times si-
multaneously in just a clock period of FPGA. When pixel reso-
lution increases, more CORDIC modules could be instantiated
with the benefits of rich DSP resources in current FPGAs.
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Figure 4. Parallel calculation for N flight times.

Figure 5. Parallel pixels generation.

4.1. Output Quantization Error
In vector translation, the input quantization noise results

in the output quantization error of a half least significant bit
(LSB) on the magnitude output. For example, an 8 bits mag-
nitude number of the input will cause a quantization noise of
1/28 = 0.4%. In this paper, all the coordinates are represented
in nanometre, using 30 bits to guarantee the precision of com-
putation.

5. PARALLEL GENERATION OF MULTIPLE
TFM PIXELS

5.1. Parallel Generation of Pixels
This paper proposes a way to accelerate the retrieving band-

width doubly by the true dual-port RAM in FPGA. When write
and read operations are executed simultaneously, retrieving
can be conducted while FMC data is captured into the dual-
port RAMs. When only read operation is needed, two ports
of the RAMs can be used for retrieving independently. The
bandwidth then will be doubled after the FMC acquisition.

Some pixels could be generated during the FMC acquisition.
The efficiency for the remaining pixels can be doubled as the
data is retrieved concurrently for two pixels. As Fig. 5 shows,
modules Channel 1 to ChannelN cache the FMC data for each
channel. Next, addr p e1∼addr p eN are the N retrieving ad-
dresses for pixel p while addr q e1∼addr q eN are the ones
for q. They are determined from the flight times divided by the
sampling period. Then the outputs are summed respectively to
generate the pixels, which are stored temporarily into a FIFO.

The parallelization is improved with the parallel generation
of two pixels in one FPGA clock period. With abundant mem-
ory resources in current FPGA chips, more dual-port RAM
could be used when the array becomes larger. This benefit

Table 1. Frame rates of TFM.

Elements Pixels CORDIC Memory Calculating Frame
modules utilized time µs rate Hz

16 60×60 32 8% 40 312.5
100×100 32 9% 40
200×200 32 15% 100

32 60×60 64 10% 40 156.25
100×100 64 11% 40
200×200 64 17% 100

makes it reliable to reduce the impact from the increase of ele-
ment number.

5.2. Efficiency of the Parallel Architecture
The execution time of FPGA can be concluded due to its

strict timing sequence. When the PRF = 5 kHz and FMC ac-
quisition works at 50 MHz, data captured for each channel is
2000 and the TFM calculation works at 250 MHz, the imaging
frame rates in a Xilinx XC7K325T FPGA in different config-
urations are shown in Table 1.

All the configurations in Table 1 can be completed within
200 µs, which is the time interval of FMC sequences when
PRF is 5 kHz. A high frame rate of 312.5 Hz in 16 ele-
ments can be achieved and is equal to PRF/N. The number of
CORDIC modules and the memory utilized in FPGA are used
to represent the computational complexity in different config-
urations. The number of CORDIC modules is twice of the
elements as the parallel generation of two pixels. More memo-
ries will be consumed when either the element or pixel number
increases. When the pixel number increases to 200×200, the
frame rate remains unchanged. When the element number in-
creases, the frame rate will be inversely proportional to N. So
the frame rate of 32 elements is 156.25 Hz in the same pixels
configuration, which is half of the one of 16 elements. It can be
seen from Table 1 that the TFM efficiency is dramatically im-
proved with higher parallelization, and the impact from the in-
crease of the complexity in different configurations is reduced.

6. HILBERT TRANSFORM TO PIXELS
ARRAY

For subsequent processing it is necessary to obtain the an-
alytical version of the FMC signals.9 The benefits to TFM
image are observed when the Hilbert transform is used to con-
vert the real-time domain signal into complex form.6 In this
paper, a Hilbert transformer was designed in FPGA to convert
the real signals into complex form. It should be pointed out
that an ideal Hilbert transformer cannot be realized since the
impulse response is non-causal. Nevertheless, Hilbert trans-
formers can be approximated as finite impulse response (FIR)
digital filters.11 As shown in Fig. 6, a Hilbert FIR filter with
128 orders was designed as an approximate all-pass filter with
strict linear phase response. A high order number of 128 helps
to get steeper transitional band and small ripples in the pass-
band of 0 ∼ Fs/2.

In the post-processing of GPU or CPU, the Hilbert transform
is usually applied to the FMC signals before the calculation of
pixels. 3,6 It should be observed that performance of this pro-
cess is directly proportional to the size of the full matrix of data
and the operations for each A scan cause an extended compu-
tation time. Moreover, additional memory will be needed to
store the complex version of the full matrix data. Hilbert trans-
form for the pixels rather than the original data will make the
process simplified and low cost. As it is applied to the pixels,
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Figure 6. Magnitude (solid line) and phase responses (dashed line) of the
Hilbert FIR filter.

Figure 7. Result when Hilbert transform is applied to original FMC signals.

Figure 8. Result when Hilbert transform is applied to final pixels array.

no additional memory is needed and only one transformation
is used for the final pixels array, while N transformations will
be necessary when it is applied to the original A scans.

A simulation by MATLAB was performed to compare the
two methods. The array parameters are in the Table 2 and the
velocity of sound is 6300 m/s. The output of each element was
a five cycle, Gaussian windowed tone burst with a 5 MHz cen-
tre frequency and a -6 dB bandwidth of 50%. Figure 7 shows
the result scaled in dB to display a point-like reflector (0, 20λ)
when the Hilbert transform is applied to the original FMC sig-
nals before the generation of pixels. Figure 8 shows the result
when the same simulation data was calculated in FPGA with
the Hilbert transform applied to the final pixels array. It can
be seen that the results are equivalent with each other. How-
ever, the latter is more suitable for the pipeline design of FPGA
with less resources utilization. It should be pointed out that

Table 2. The array parameters.

Element number 16
Element width 0.53 mm
Element pitch 0.63 mm

Central frequency 5 MHz
Bandwidth (-6 dB) 50%

Table 3. Frame rates at various configurations.

Imaging area Pixels number and Frame
resolution rates

12×12 mm2 60×60@0.2 mm 312.5 Hz
20×20 mm2 100×100@0.2 mm 312.5 Hz
20×20 mm2 200×200@0.1 mm 312.5 Hz

Figure 9. Phased array platform.

the calculation in FPGA was completed instantly, while it took
several minutes in MATLAB as its poor calculating efficiency.
The output of Hilbert transformer is the imaginary part of the
real pixels. The envelope of the complex version will be ob-
tained in pipelining mode in FPGA and then sent to software
for TFM image rendering.

7. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

An experimental test was devised on phased array system
to benchmark performance of the design. FMC acquisition
and TFM calculation are both designed in Xilinx XC7K325T
FPGA. An Olympus 5L64-A2 linear array transducer, consist-
ing of 64 elements with 5 MHz central frequency was used.
The first quarter of the array was used as the system could
support 16 channels. The test sample was a steel block with
a 1 mm side drilled hole at a depth of 20 mm. The hole was
placed under the center of the first quarter of the array. Figure 9
shows the experimental platform.

The region of interest is an area of 20×20 mm2 with
100×100 pixels at a resolution of 0.2 mm. The TFM imag-
ing is illustrated in Fig. 10. It can be seen from the image that
some trailing signal lies below the hole, probably caused by
the creeping waves along the circumference of the hole. The
frame rate of TFM imaging is 312.5 Hz when PRF is 5 kHz,
consistent with the analysis in Section 4.2. It remains con-
stant when the resolution increases to 200×200@0.1 mm. The
frame rates at various configurations are tested and shown in
Table 3.

The results verify the significant improvement to the ef-
ficiency of TFM imaging in this parallel architecture. The
high efficiency will not reduce as the pixel number increases.
When the element number is constant, the frame rate reaches
to PRF/N. Resource utilization rate of this FPGA in the ex-
periment with 16 elements and 200×200 pixels is shown in
Table 4.
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Figure 10. TFM with 16 elements.

Table 4. Resource utilization of FPGA.

Resource FFs LUTs RAMs DSPs
Utilization (%) 24 34 15 18

Experimental results have shown the effect of the FPGA ar-
chitecture based on the phased array system with sixteen chan-
nels. The developments to get a larger inspection area and bet-
ter images using more elements in this system are the main
works in future.

8. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents an advanced parallel computing archi-
tecture in FPGA to significantly improve the TFM imaging ef-
ficiency and effectively reduce the impact from the increase
of elements or pixels number. Two efforts based on CORDIC
translation and the True Dual-Port RAM in FPGA are designed
to achieve a higher degree of parallelization for the calcula-
tion of TFM algorithm compared with conventional designs.
Hilbert transform is applied to the pixels array to get effective
images with small resources consumption.

The architecture in FPGA was verified firstly by simulated
data, and then experiment was devised to benchmark the per-
formance of imaging and frame rates. Experimental results
showed that a high frame rate of 312.5 Hz was achieved in
a normal configuration and the reduction of efficiency could
be effectively avoided when pixels increase. The work makes
great benefit for TFM to be a strict real-time imaging technol-
ogy, reaching to the physical limitation of PRF/N. It makes it
possible for the fast automatic TFM scanning applications in
industrial fields. As the frame rate is dependent on the PRF
and element number, a higher frequency of pulse repetition
is needed to further improve the frame rate when an array is
given. However, a sparse array method based on the theory of
effective aperture could be considered in the future to reduce
the number of active elements during the full matrix capture,
which will further improve the TFM efficiency and the image
quality.
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